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General Discussion

In this dissertation, I explored how meaningful work could contribute to nurse retention, and

if this could help to reduce nursing shortages. To explore meaningful work as a potential

antidote against nursing shortages, I first examined the causes of nursing shortages in the

Netherlands. Secondly, I examined how and when nurses perceive their work to be of

existential significance. Additionally, I examined the relation between meaningful work and

retention. In doing so, the following five objectives were addressed (also mentioned in

Chapter 1):

1. to provide insight into whether nursing shortages are the result of scarcity of nurses or

maldistribution of nurses;

2. to develop an integrative definition of meaningful work and identify a corresponding

scale;

3. to examine the relation between different types of autonomy and meaningful work;

4. to provide insight into the relation between working in self-managing teams and

meaningful work;

5. to examine the relation between meaningful work and the ability and willingness to

continue working.

In what follows, the main findings reported in the preceding chapters will be summarized in

light of these objectives. Subsequently, the major implications and contributions of the

findings are discussed. Finally, I discuss the general limitations of the studies in this

dissertation and present recommendations for future research directions. The chapter ends

with a concluding remark.

Summary of the main findings

First objective: scarcity of nurses or maldistribution of nurses?

Nursing shortages can be caused by scarcity of nurses in general or by maldistribution of

nurses in the healthcare system. If there is scarcity of nurses in general, nursing shortages can

be observed in all healthcare sectors. Maldistribution of nurses in the healthcare system,

however, means that nurses are unequally distributed over the healthcare system. Scarcity of

nurses in general requires different policy responses than maldistribution of nurses. To
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implement effective policies, therefore, it is important to know the cause of nursing

shortages. The first objective, therefore, was to provide insight into whether nursing

shortages are the result of scarcity of nurses or maldistribution of nurses in the healthcare

system.

In the literature review reported in Chapter 2, together with three co-authors, I

examined the causes of nursing shortages in the Netherlands. Based on data of a national

labor market research program and data from the Dutch Employed Persons’ Insurance

Administration Agency, we found that nursing shortages in the Netherlands are projected for

practical as well as first-level registered nurses. Furthermore, the literature review showed

that the predicted nursing shortages are unevenly distributed over the Dutch healthcare

system and are caused by scarcity of nurses as well as maldistribution of nurses. Specifically,

regarding shortages of practical nurses, our review showed that maldistribution appears to be

responsible for these shortages; there is an expected excess of practical nurses in hospitals,

whereas shortages are to be expected in long-term elderly care. Shortages are imminent for

first-level registered nurses, although there are differences between healthcare sectors. A

surplus of first-level registered nurses is expected in hospitals in the short run, followed by a

shortage in the subsequent two years. In home care, shortages of first-level registered nurses

already exist, and, depending on different scenarios, are expected to continue to exist and

even to increase in subsequent years. The maldistribution of nurses is caused by the shift of

healthcare services from hospitals towards home care and nursing homes. This shift increases

the demand for nurses in home care and nursing homes and, as a result, increases nursing

shortages in these healthcare sectors.

Our findings highlight the importance of examining nursing shortages across the

different healthcare sectors. Policymakers should focus on a core set of solutions in order to

maximize the impact of interventions intended to deal with nursing shortages. This means

improving recruitment, retention and re-entry of nurses as well as using nursing resources

effectively (Buchan & Aiken, 2008) and, to decrease maldistribution, to improve the

transition of nurses from one healthcare sector to another.

As nursing shortages will be most prominent in long-term elderly care, the empirical

studies in this dissertation were performed within long-term elderly care. In doing so, we

deepened our understanding of how and when nurses in long-term elderly care experience

their work as being of existential significance. Given the importance of retention,

furthermore, I focused  particularly on the potential of meaningful work as a means to retain

nurses.
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Second objective: an integrative definition of meaningful work and a measurement

instrument that is suitable for measuring meaningful work

Addressing the second objective in Chapter 3, I wished to examine how and when nurses

experience their work as purposeful. In order to do so, I needed to know what the concept of

meaningful work entails. Research on meaningful work, however, has suffered from a lack of

consensus regarding this question (Bailey et al., 2019; Chapter 3). Consequently, there is no

consensus on how to operationalize the concept of meaningful work (Chapter 3).

Establishing an integrative definition of meaningful work and identifying a measurement

instrument that is suitable to measure the construct as defined, would enable us to examine

how meaningful work can be enhanced in organizations and examine its relation with

retention. The second objective, therefore, was to develop an integrative definition of

meaningful work and to identify a corresponding measurement scale.

With the aid of the literature reviews reported in Chapter 3, together with two co-

authors, I set out to develop such an integrative definition of meaningful work and to identify

a corresponding meaningful work scale. First, we reviewed the literature on existing

definitions of meaningful work. Based on recent findings, the idea emerged that meaningful

work is a multidimensional construct (e.g., Lips-Wiersma & Morris, 2011; Rosso et al.,

2010). Employees perceive their work as more significant if multiple dimensions are

experienced and as less meaningful if this is not the case. Meaningfulness in work gets lost if

one dimension is expressed to the exclusion of the other dimensions (Lips-Wiersma &

Morris, 2011). Therefore, we focused on literature in which meaningful work is

conceptualized as a multidimensional construct.

We found fourteen unique definitions of meaningful work. From these fourteen

definitions, we extracted the following integrative and comprehensive definition of

meaningful work: “Meaningful work is the subjective experience of existential significance

resulting from the fit between the individual and their work. The ‘subjective experience of

existential significance’ refers to the perception of work as contributing to, or making sense

of, one’s reason for being. ‘The result of the fit’ refers to the fulfilment of a number of

particular dimensions – inherent in every human being – through or in work. These

dimensions should be defined further by the underlying conceptual framework”. Dimensions

can be described as pathways through which work becomes meaningful. This means that, for

work to be meaningful, several dimensions (such as mastery, unity and helping others) must

be fulfilled to give people the feeling that what they are doing is meaningful.
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Second, we reviewed the literature on existing meaningful work scales that aligned

with our integrative definition of meaningful work and checked the identified scales for face

validity. In addition, we examined the methodological quality of these scales by assessing the

sample characteristics, reliability and measurement validity of each scale. Based on the

evaluation of alignment and methodological quality, we identified two validated scales that

aligned with the definition that our previous literature review led to and that had sufficient

methodological quality: the Work And Meaning Inventory (WAMI) and the Comprehensive

Meaningful Work Scale (CMWS).

The WAMI aims to capture the presence of meaningful work. It assesses three

dimensions: 1) the degree to which people find their work to have significance and purpose;

2) the contribution work makes to finding broader meaning in life; and 3) the desire and

means for their work to make a positive contribution to the greater good (Steger et al., 2012).

We argued for using the WAMI in studies aiming to examine the relations between the

presence of meaningful work and its antecedents and/or outcomes. It has been found, for

example, that different leadership styles influence meaningful work (Bailey et al., 2019).

There is some evidence that transformational leadership affects followers’ organizational

commitment and contextual performance, partially through the followers’ perception of

meaningful work (Pradhan & Pradhan, 2016). This evidence was based, however, on a one-

dimensional scale of meaningful work (Pradhan & Pradhan, 2016), thus offering no insight

into which particular dimensions of meaningful work play a role in this relation. The WAMI

could be used to examine this relation further. It can help answer questions such as: Which

dimensions of meaningful work (the degree to which people find their work to have

significance and purpose, the contribution work makes to finding broader meaning in life,

and the desire and means for their work to make a positive contribution to the greater good)

are related to transformational leadership? Which of these three dimensions influences

organizational commitment and contextual performance? This could help to explain the

partial mediation effect of meaningful work on the relation between transformational

leadership and work- related outcomes.

The CMWS was designed to capture the cause(s) of experienced purposefulness in

work. In other words, when individuals say, “my work is meaningful because […],” they

describe the reason(s) why their work is existentially significant (Lips-Wiersma & Morris,

2011). We argued for using the CMWS for studies aiming to improve our understanding of

possible causes of meaningful work in terms of personal characteristics, task activities and

organizational practices. Understanding these causes also enables us to recognize the
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circumstances in which meaningfulness may get lost in work. Whereas the WAMI can

shed light on the presence of meaningful work, the CMWS enables disclosing the ingredients

that underlie it. For example, the CMWS can help answer research questions such as: Why

does leadership that is inspirational but not grounded in reality lead to meaninglessness rather

than meaningfulness in work? How does leadership influence meaningful work? (Lips-

Wiersma & Morris, 2009).

Based on two literature reviews, in conclusion, we provided an integrative definition

of meaningful work and identified two corresponding scales: the WAMI and the CMWS. In

the empirical studies in this dissertation, I used the CMWS and its underlying framework

map of meaning to conceptualize meaningful work (see Chapter 1 for an elaborate

discussion of the framework). Using the map of meaning, I subsequently examined what

organizations could do to increase meaningful work for their employees. I focused

specifically on two organizational practices that many healthcare organizations are

considering or implementing and that are likely to be related to meaningful work: 1) granting

autonomy and 2) working in self-managing teams. In the next section, I will first elaborate on

the findings on the relation between autonomy and meaningful work. Then I will present the

findings on the relation between self-managing teams and meaningful work.

Third objective: the relation between autonomy and meaningful work

The first organizational practice I examined was granting autonomy. In both organizational

studies and the ethics literature, the concept of autonomy is often viewed as an important

antecedent to meaningful work (Chalofsky & Krishna, 2009; Rosso et al., 2010; Bowie,

1998).

Autonomy can take many forms in today’s work environment. It may, for example, be

the freedom to schedule your own work or to decide what tasks to perform and how

(Langfred & Rockmann, 2016). Autonomy, therefore, is a multidimensional construct. In

Chapter 3, together with two co-authors, I had established that meaningful work is also a

multidimensional construct, consisting of multiple dimensions that together constitute

meaningful work. In Chapter 4, therefore, together with three co-authors, I argued that

perhaps some types of autonomy could relate to some dimensions of meaningful work, but

not, or even negatively, to other dimensions.

Insight into which types of autonomy are related to which dimensions of meaningful

work is very helpful for organizations struggling with the question what forms of autonomy

they should provide to employees. Such knowledge would make it possible for organizations
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to direct resources specifically towards those types of autonomy that are most likely to

increase multiple dimensions of meaningful work. Neither previous theorizing nor empirical

research, however, had addressed the relations between different types of autonomy and

different dimensions of meaningful work. The third objective of this dissertation, therefore,

was to examine the relation between different types of autonomy and meaningful work.

In Chapter 4, based on the existing meaningful work literature, we proposed an

autonomy-meaningful work framework. We proposed that professional autonomy, the

freedom to make decisions about patient care, would relate to the seven dimensions of the

map of meaning. In addition, we proposed that individual autonomy, the individual freedom

to determine your own work schedule and procedures for carrying out tasks, would relate to

five dimensions of the map of meaning. Furthermore, we proposed that perceived group

autonomy, the extent to which group members perceive that the team has the freedom to

schedule work and to determine the procedures that are to be used in carrying out team tasks,

would relate to four dimensions of the map of meaning.

In the empirical quantitative study reported in Chapter 5, together with three co-

authors, I examined the hypothesized relations between the three forms of autonomy

(professional, individual and perceived group autonomy) and meaningful work, using

quantitative data from 510 employees from three organizations. Hierarchical multilevel

analyses were conducted to test hypotheses. Our study demonstrated that individual and

professional autonomy had significant positive relations with six of the seven meaningful

work dimensions. Perceived group autonomy had significant positive, though weak, relations

with two dimensions of meaningful work. These findings partially supported our autonomy-

meaningful work framework.

Our results showed that different forms of autonomy relate differently to the

dimensions of meaningful work. The combination of individual and professional autonomy

related to all of the seven dimensions. To achieve meaningful work, therefore, it is very

important to provide individuals with the freedom to determine their own schedules and

procedures for carrying out their tasks (individual autonomy) as well as put practices in place

whereby individuals feel free to take risks in such a way that they can get on with the job

rather than have to obtain permission for every single action, use their own professional

judgement and have as little bureaucratic interference as possible (professional autonomy).

Our results demonstrated that perceived group autonomy only promoted meaningful work to

a limited extent, through the experience of Unity with Others and Facing Reality. Regarding

the relation between the three forms of autonomy, our research appears to indicate that, while
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granting group autonomy to employees appears to be gaining popularity, for example in the

form of self-managing teams, healthcare organizations need to prioritize individual and

professional autonomy over group autonomy if they want to enhance meaningful work for

their nurses.

In the next section, I will describe the second organizational practice I examined to

enhance meaningful work: the use of self-managing teams.

Fourth objective: the relation between self-managing teams and meaningful work

Self-managing teams are increasingly being implemented in the healthcare sector (Maurits et

al., 2017). The literature on self-managing teams is ambiguous as to the effects this has on the

well-being of employees (Van Mierlo et al., 2005). Some healthcare organizations’

employees working in self-managing teams reported more motivation and happiness, but

employees working in self-managing teams in some other healthcare organizations reported

they were more demotivated and unhappy (Skipr, 2016; 2018). In order to improve our

understanding of the relation between staff working in self-managing teams and their

experience of work, I set out to examine how nurses who had left or were about to leave their

organization experienced working in self-managing teams. In particular, I

approached their work experience from the meaningful work perspective. This addressed the

fourth objective: to provide insight into the relation between working in self-managing teams

and meaningful work.

In Chapter 3, I had established that meaningful work is a construct that consists of

multiple sub-dimensions that together constitute meaningful work. In the qualitative study

reported in Chapter 6, therefore, I examined the relation between self-managing teams and

meaningful work, using a multidimensional perspective of meaningful work. Other studies on

self-managing teams and work experiences have used outcome measures such as job

satisfaction (e.g., Batt & Appelbaum, 1995; Cohen & Ledford, 1994; Mueller & Cordery,

1992) or absenteeism (e.g., Cordery, Mueller & Smith, 1991). Meaningful work is a good

predictor of desired work attitudes, such as job satisfaction, dedication to work and

organizational involvement. Meaningful work, moreover, is a better predictor of absenteeism

than job satisfaction (Steger et al., 2012). In addition, by using a multidimensional

perspective of meaningful work, I was able to gain more insight into how meaningful work

can be found through particular dimensions of meaningful work and perhaps be lost in self-

managing teams.
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Data from fifteen interviews with ex-workers of one healthcare organization were

used to explore how nurses who had left or were about to leave their organization

experienced working in self-managing teams. This study showed that, among these

participants, multiple dimensions of meaningful work were not fulfilled when working in

self-managing teams. This may possibly be explained by the fact that although the four core

dimensions of meaningful work are universal, the way in which these dimensions are

experienced may differ from person to person (Lips-Wiersma & Morris, 2011). Some people,

for example, experience the expression of their full potential by using their talents to do

additional tasks at work such as organizing the annual Christmas party, managing their

team’s finances or producing the department’s monthly newsletter. Other people experience

the expression of their full potential by using their talents to inspire others, offer guidance and

set an example. At the heart of this dimension is the need to use our personal talents (Lips-

Wiersma & Morris, 2011).

Furthermore, I found that high work pressure was universally experienced by the

nurses in the sample when working in self-managing teams (this was also noted by De Veer

et al., 2008; Weerheim et al., 2019). The experience of high work pressure was caused by

having team meetings and doing additional tasks, such as cleaning, which hampered Service

to Others and Integrity with Self.

In conclusion, this study shows how meaningfulness is found and lost while working

in self-managing teams. The multidimensional perspective provided insight into how

meaningfulness in work can get lost through high work pressure, which hampers Service to

Others and Integrity with Self. Meaningfulness in working in self-managing teams can be

found by doing team tasks, thereby experiencing Expressing Full Potential.  The study

sample, ex-employees from one healthcare organization, was quite specific, and arguably the

results are not generalizable to other contexts. My aim was not to generalize the results of this

study to other contexts but rather to contribute to the discussion and the research agenda on

what working in self-managing teams may mean for employees in terms of meaningful work

and well-being.

The results show that granting autonomy and working in self-managing teams do not

automatically foster meaningful work (Chapters 4, 5 and 6). A multidimensional perspective

of meaningful work helps us understand how work becomes meaningful or meaningless. In

addition to examining these two organizational practices, autonomy and working in self-

managing teams, I also examined two outcomes of meaningful work, namely the willingness

and ability to continue working.
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Fifth objective: the relation between meaningful work and retention

I proposed in this dissertation that meaningful work is related to nurse retention. Nurse

retention was defined conceptually as the extent to which nurses stay in their profession

(Cowin, Johnson, Craven, & Marsh, 2008). The operationalization of this construct is

challenging, as it would require us to follow up on nurses throughout their careers. This could

take up as much as 46 years and was, therefore, not feasible within this dissertation project.

In order to work around this, other researchers have used self-reports of intent to quit or

intent to stay to measure retention indirectly (Ellenbecker, Poreel, Samia, Byleckie, &

Millburn, 2008).

I argued in Chapter 1, however, that, from an organizational perspective, retention is

not merely about nurses staying in the nursing workforce. Rather, healthcare organizations

want their nurses to stay and to be motivated and able to practice nursing. I operationalized

retention, therefore, by asking nurses if they expected to be willing and able to continue

working until their retirement. Using self-reports of willingness and ability to continue

working, together with two co-authors, I examined the relation between meaningful work and

the willingness and ability to continue working, this being the fifth and last objective of this

dissertation.

Using quantitative data, we explorative examined the relation between dimensions of

meaningful work and the willingness and ability to continue working (Chapter 7). We found

that meaningful work was related to willingness and ability to continue working.

Furthermore, we found that Integrity with Self and Inspiration are positively related to

willingness and ability to continue working, whereas Facing Reality is negatively related to

willingness to continue working. This suggests that the dimensions of meaningful work are

each uniquely related to willingness and ability to continue working. This finding highlights

the usefulness of a multidimensional meaningful work scale in studies that examine the

relations of meaningful work to outcomes. These findings also suggest that for nurses’

retention it is important that nurses can be themselves in their work and that there is a hopeful

vision and future. A hopeful vision could be, for example, to deliver excellent care. However,

when nurses experience in daily work that they can not live up to this hopeful vision, for

example due to work pressure, they tend to leave the nursing profession.

The third component, Inspiration-Facing Reality, refers to work that is hopeful and

aligned with an ideal but also work that is grounded in reality rather than utopian. The third

component is depicted in the inner and outer circle of the model in Figure 1 (Lips-Wiersma &
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Wright, 2012). To illustrate this component, Lips-Wiersma & Morris (2011, pp. 45) quoted a

research participant as saying: “There is nothing wrong with all of this mission and vision

and values stuff in itself. However, if we are not allowed to articulate where we do not and

cannot live up to this, it feels as if we mock something that is really quite profound; when I

read some of our ads, or value statements I think, this is partly true; this is a good company.

But every time we overstate, we also lose a little of ourselves in the process. It has to be

grounded.”

We, surprisingly, found no relation between Service to Others and willingness or

ability to continue working. This may be due to restriction of range on this variable (the

nurses in our sample almost all saw Service to others as a very important aspect of their jobs),

which warrants further research.

Overall Conclusion

Taken together, the studies reported in this dissertation demonstrate that (1) nursing shortages

in the Netherlands are caused by scarcity of nurses as well as maldistribution of nurses

(Chapter 2); (2) meaningful work is a path worth pursuing to enhance the number of nurses

who continue working (Chapters 1 and 7); (3) fostering meaningful work requires the

fulfillment of all dimensions of meaningful work (Chapter 3); (4) therefore, to foster

meaningful work, organizations should apply a package of multiple practices to enhance

meaningful work for nurses (Chapter 4, 5, 6 and 7); (5) such a package of practices could

include, for example, granting individual and professional autonomy (Chapter 5); (6) the

practice of self-managing teams, however, does not automatically lead to meaningful work

(Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6). In the next section, I will address the implications

of these findings for theory development and practice.

Implications and contributions

The implications and contributions of the different studies have been described in the

previous chapters. Below, I will address the key implications and contributions of the

findings. The theoretical implications and contributions will be discussed first, followed by

the practical implications of the findings.

Theoretical implications and contributions

These findings make several theoretical contributions. The first contribution is that, in order

to develop a theory of meaningful work, I argue that researchers need to start using more
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fine-grained measures of meaningful work. In Chapter 3, together with two co-authors, I

specifically argue for using the WAMI for studies aiming to examine the relations between

meaningful work and certain antecedents or outcomes. The WAMI was specifically

developed to capture when work becomes meaningful. We argue for using the CMWS for

studies aiming to improve our understanding of the way in which personal characteristics,

task activities and organizational practices create meaningful work. The CMWS has three

additional subscales (Facing Reality, Inspiration and Balancing Tensions) to capture the

dynamic interplay between the dimensions. As such, the CMWS is most suitable for

explaining the complex interplay between the dimensions and relations to antecedents and

outcomes. In Chapter 5, for example, through the use of the CMWS, together with three co-

authors, I show the complex interplay of how various forms of autonomy relate uniquely to

various dimensions of meaningful work, highlighting the importance of exploring meaningful

work as a multi-dimensional construct. In Chapter 7, through the use of the CMWS, together

with two co-authors, I show that particular dimensions of meaningful work each relate

uniquely to ability and willingness to continue working. These findings highlights the

usefulness of a multidimensional meaningful work scale in studies that examine the relations

of meaningful work to antecedents and outcomes. By using a more fine-grained measure of

meaningful work in our empirical studies, we offer a fine-tuned understanding of how and

when nurses experience their work to be of existential significance and the benefits of these

experiences.

The second contribution is that, in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, together with three co-

authors, I extend the literature on the relation between autonomy and meaningful work. In

Chapter 4, we proposed an autonomy-meaningful work framework for the relation between

three forms of autonomy: individual, professional and group autonomy, and meaningful

work. In Chapter 5, we reported an empirical study on the relation between these three forms

of autonomy and meaningful work. We found that these types of autonomy each related

uniquely to different dimensions of meaningful work. As such, our findings add to the

literature on autonomy and meaningful work that different forms of autonomy, while related

to each other, have a unique predictive validity for each dimension of meaningful work. In

other words, not all forms or autonomy are created equally, and our findings contribute to a

theory that specifies more precisely which types of autonomy are related to which dimensions

of meaningful work.

A third contribution is that I add to the scarce evidence that multiple antecedents make

up meaningful work (Lips-Wiersma et al., 2020). In Chapter 5, together with three co-
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authors, I show that granting individual and professional autonomy are both required to

experience the seven dimensions of the map of meaning. As such, our findings confirm that

multiple antecedents, in our case individual as well as professional autonomy, are required

for meaningful work.

A fourth contribution is that, in Chapter 6, I found that the dimensions of meaningful

work are not always fulfilled in working in self-managing teams (as a practice of group

autonomy). The relation between working in self-managing teams and meaningful work

appears to be influenced by personal characteristics and by the experience of increased work

pressure due to additional tasks assigned to nurses when working in self-managing teams.

A fifth contribution is of a methodological nature; I address the multilevel character

and related multilevel issues of the concept of meaningful work (Chapter 5). Organizations

are multilevel systems in which every construct is tied to one or more organizational levels,

ranging from the individual employee to teams and organizations. Individuals who are

members of the same team will frequently share important perceptions and behaviors, and as

a result, their responses to individual survey items may not be truly independent but may be

colored by their group membership. In such a case, an important basic assumption for many

common statistical procedures is violated because these procedures assume independence of

observations. In some cases, this may lead to serious overestimation of parameters (Van

Mierlo et al., 2005).

It has been suggested that co-workers influence individual interpretations of the

meaningfulness of their work through an interpersonal sense-making process whereby

employees draw cues about the meaning and value of their work from in the workplace

(through observations, conversations, etc.; Wrzesniewski, Dutton and Debebe, 2003). As

perceptions of meaningful work are shaped by others (Rosso et al., 2010), I plead for the

incorporation of multilevel theory and analysis techniques into the field of meaningful work.

Even if researchers are not particularly interested in the multilevel character of meaningful

work, they are almost obliged to take it into account as it may distort results and, if they fail

to take it into account, risk making misplaced generalizations (Van Mierlo et al., 2005).

As far as I know, no other studies within the meaningful work field have explicitly

addressed the multilevel approach in studies on meaningful work in organizations. As such, I

believe that the empirical study on the relation between autonomy and meaningful work

(Chapter 5) is the first to take the hierarchical structure of the data (individuals in teams)

explicitly into account while doing research on meaningful work in organizations. I hope this

study will, therefore, convince future researchers to consider the multilevel approach in doing
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research on the relation between organizational practices and meaningful work. By doing so,

a multilevel theoretical framework of the relation between organizational practices and

meaningful work can be established in the future.

Practical implications and contributions

While I conducted the research for this dissertation, nursing shortages gained an increasingly

prominent place in the Dutch political and public debate. During the years spent preparing

this dissertation, the predicted nursing shortages turned into a reality. This resulted in many

permanent vacancies for nurses, which are vacancies that are open for at least six months. In

2018, there were more than ten thousand  permanent vacancies for practical nurses in long-

term elderly care. For first- and second level-registered nurses, there were more than three

thousand permanent vacancies in different healthcare sectors (Van der Werff, Kok, Vervliet,

& Luiten, 2019).  In 2019, the main problem in home care was the large nursing shortage of

especially first-level registered nurses and practical nurses (Rijken & Welling, 2019). In

2019, there was a nursing shortages at all educational levels in long-term elderly care (IJland

& Welling, 2019), whereas in hospital care nursing shortages were mainly found among first-

and second level registered nurses (IJland & Pet, 2019).  The findings of this dissertation

offer policymakers and healthcare organizations insight into policies that can contribute to

solving nursing shortages by boosting retention.

First, in Chapter 2, together with three co-authors, I demonstrate that nursing

shortages are caused by scarcity as well as maldistribution of nurses to different sectors in the

healthcare systems. This finding highlights that nursing shortages are not only about scarcity

but also about unequal distribution of nurses in the healthcare system. The latter, however, is

not often addressed in studies examining causes for nursing shortages and forecasting models

(e.g., Duffield & O-Brien-Pallas, 2003; Dumpe, Herman & Young, 1998; Buchan et al.,

2015). Maldistribution of nurses often refers to geographical maldistribution of nurses in

urban areas with exacerbated shortages or in rural and disadvantaged urban areas (MacLean,

Hassmiller, Shaffer, Rohrbaugh, Collier, & Fairman, 2014). Our findings indicate that

maldistribution also occurs within the healthcare system itself, with exacerbated nursing

shortages in home care and nursing homes. Aggregated numbers alone, therefore, are not a

sufficient means to determine the demand for nurses. To implement efficient policies, the

demand and supply of nurses should be specified per healthcare sector. Based on this

information, policymakers can allocate resources to meet the demands per healthcare sector.

In Chapter 2, furthermore, we found there is an increased demand for practical nurses

in home care and nursing homes due to the shift of hospital services to home care and nursing
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homes. At the same time, there is be a surplus of practical nurses in hospitals. Based on an

overview of global scarcity of nurses, Buchan and Aiken (2008) argue that policymakers

should focus on a core set of solutions in order to deal with nursing shortages and that this

core set should contain supply-side as well as demand-side interventions, such as improving

recruitment, retention and re-entry of nurses (supply side) as well as using nursing resources

effectively (demand side; Buchan and Aiken, 2008). Our finding (see Chapter 2) that

shortages are also caused by maldistribution of nurses in the healthcare system suggests that,

in addition to the above-mentioned solutions, policymakers should also focus on developing

nurse transitioning programs to help nurses to make the transition from hospital care to home

care. In their study with online focus groups involving a total of 38 Dutch home care nurses,

De Groot, Maurits and Francke (2018) found that an attractive aspect of being a homecare

nurse is that they were the leading professional and that the patient is at the center of care.

Furthermore, homecare nurses experience a lot of autonomy in decision-making about care,

freedom in work scheduling and often work in a self-managing team (De Groot et al., 2018).

As reported in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, these types of autonomy are associated with

meaningful work. As such, working in home care can bring a lot of meaningfulness to nurses.

A transitioning program should emphasize these attractive aspects of working in home care.

Our findings in Chapter 2, furthermore, also suggest that the shift of hospital services

to home care and nursing homes will only be possible if care is delivered more effectively. If

it is not, there will be an increasing demand for practical and first-level registered nurses in

home care and nursing homes, and, consequently, increasing nursing shortages in these

healthcare sectors. It is primarily patient-centered care that contributes to a decreased demand

for healthcare services and, as such, to a decreased demand for nurses. Pilot tests endorsed by

a healthcare insurance company show reductions of 15% to 20% in surgical procedures at

hospitals that implement patient-centered care delivery. Patient-centered care delivery means

informing patients about the benefits and risks of surgical procedures; when patients receive

thorough information on a surgical procedure, they will often refrain from treatments that are

hardly useful, expensive or risky (Van Dulmen, Heus, Kool & Verkerk, 2019). Not only does

this lead to cost-saving and decreased demand for nurses, but it is also in the patients’ best

interest, as care provided to patients improves if they do not receive unnecessary treatment

that could harm them. Research is needed, however, to examine how patient-centered care

delivery influences the experience of purpose in work for different healthcare professionals as

it may change the nature of their work. For example, it could lead to surgeons doing fewer
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surgical procedures and more patient consultations, or to nurses doing more patient

consultations and less postoperative care.

Another major contribution of this dissertation to practice is that it offers a new

perspective on ways of enhancing nurse retention. Strategies to improve retention have

mainly focused on leadership and the working environment (Hariyati & Nurdiana, 2018;

Ritter, 2011; Twigg & McCullough, 2014). Although these strategies have contributed to

retention, there is still room for improvement. The findings, in Chapter 7, show that

meaningful work is related to nurses’ ability and willingness to continue working. This

suggests that, to boost retention, providing meaningful work is a worthwhile path to pursue.

Organizations that aim to retain nurses should focus on organizational practices that produce

meaningfulness in work. Although lack of resources or the latest management fads may

encourage organizations to concentrate on one practice (such as group autonomy) to the

exclusion of another (such as individual autonomy), I offer organizations an explanation for

why focusing on single solutions without paying attention to all the dimensions of

meaningful work may have unintended consequences and may ultimately be ineffective.

Meaningfulness in work is lost if one dimension is expressed to the exclusion of other

dimensions. By highlighting that meaningful work consists of a combination of dimensions,

this research shows that organizations need to consider a package of multiple practices to

enhance meaningful work. Together with three co-authors, I showed that the combination of

individual autonomy and professional autonomy contributes to experiencing the seven

dimensions of the map of meaning (Chapter 5). Group autonomy or introducing self-

managing teams, in contrast, do not contribute to all of the seven dimensions (Chapter 5 and

Chapter 6). By studying the relation between three types of autonomy, self-managing teams

and meaningful work, our research indicates that – while group autonomy and self-managing

teams appear to be gaining popularity and are generally assumed to increase workers’

meaningfulness in work – healthcare organizations need to prioritize individual and

professional autonomy over group autonomy if they want to foster meaningfulness in work.

As the participants in the empirical studies were nurses from healthcare organizations,

the contribution to practice is mostly relevant for healthcare organizations. The findings are

specific and context-dependent to the elderly care sector. The relevance of collecting data

from one occupational group lies in its ability to provide a rich and detailed understanding of

the context and its related mechanisms. However, I would argue that the findings are

generalizable to other fields and similar occupational groups, such as for example teachers.
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With regard to the generalizability of the findings to other occupational groups, nurses

share some interesting similarities with teachers. Teachers and nurses alike have the

opportunity to have an important impact on the lives of individuals they encounter in the

performance of their jobs and, as such, are likely to experience Service to Others. Both

occupational groups are facing staff shortages and, consequently, high work pressure (Van

Droogenbroeck & Spruyt, 2015). In Chapter 6, I found that high work pressure negatively

affects Service to Others. It is likely that teachers who are unable to give students the

attention they want to give due to high work pressure, and do not experience Service to

Others, lose meaningfulness in their work.

The theoretical and practical contributions and implications mentioned above should

be considered in light of some shortcomings which will be addressed in the next section.

Limitations and recommendations for future research

Some specific limitations of the studies have already been noted and discussed in the

previous Chapters 2 to 7. In my opinion, the following limitations are particularly important

and should be taken into account. In the section that follows, I also make general

recommendations for future research.

Limitations

One of the major limitations is the cross-sectional character of the empirical studies. A well-

known limitation of cross-sectional data is that they do not allow the researcher to

demonstrate causal relations. This usually justifies the preference for experimental or

longitudinal studies over cross-sectional ones because the former two types of studies are

better able to rule out threats to internal validity than the latter. Experimental studies,

however, also have their limitations. Experiments are often performed over a short period of

time (e.g., a day or two weeks) and under laboratory or otherwise contrived conditions. These

settings may differ from real-world settings, and experimental studies under laboratory or

otherwise contrived conditions may not be ecologically valid (Allan, Duffy & Collisson,

2018).

In their article Do we necessarily need longitudinal data to infer causal relations?,

Wunsch, Russo and Mouchart (2010) argue that longitudinal approaches face important

problems that jeopardize causal inference. Prospective longitudinal studies, for example, are

affected, among other things, by sample selection and by loss to follow up, regardless of

whether the study is experimental or observational (Imai, King, & Stuart., 2008). Another

major difficulty in longitudinal studies regards following observational units, which, if they
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cease to exist, divide or form new units, leads to problems in making casual inferences that

can hardly be solved. Wunsch et al. (2010) give the following example: “families or

households may split up over time and constitute new families and households. Follow-up of

the family or household units per se (and not the individuals themselves) is impossible in this

case.” The same can be said for teams in organizations, as teams often change over time, with

team members leaving and entering the team. Follow-up of the team units per se (and not the

individuals themselves) is impossible in this case. A cross-sectional study, such as described

in Chapter 5, does not suffer from these limitations in ecological validity or changes in

observational units.

Wunsch et al. (2010) argue that to establish causal relations for cross-sectional data,

background knowledge of the causal mechanism should be added to the cross-sectional

analysis. Such background knowledge could include information on other variables that

influence the dependent variable or historical or time information instead of the time series

commonly used for longitudinal analyses. It is widely agreed both in philosophy and in the

social sciences that causes precede effects in time. A pure cross-sectional study, therefore,

can give information on the relation between cause and effect if existing knowledge supports

causal and temporal ordering.

With regard to the findings in this dissertation, existing theory and previous empirical

research on meaningful work supports the causal ordering of the relation between autonomy

and meaningful work. Autonomy has been modelled and empirically found to be an

antecedent of meaningful work (Bailey & Madden, 2017; Bowie, 1998; Fried & Ferris, 1987;

Humphrey et al., 2007; Hodson, 2001; Isaksen, 2000; Michaelson, 2005; Michaelson et al.,

2014; Schwartz, 1982). With regard to the influence of meaningful work on people’s decision

to continue working, research on retirement decisions supports the causal ordering. Studies

on retirement decisions show that older employees are inclined to postpone their retirement

(i.e. continue working) when they expect their job to be meaningful (Kooij, De Lange, Jansen

& Dikkers, 2008; Schalk, & Desmette, 2015; Van Dam, Van der Vorst, Van der Heijden,

2009; Van den Berg, 2011; Van Solinge & Henkens, 2011). Following Wunsch et al.’s

(2010) argument that cross-sectional data can give information on a causal relation by

providing background knowledge of the causal mechanism, therefore, I argue that existing

theory and previous empirical research supports the causal ordering of relations. I believe,

therefore, that the established relations are indeed in the predicted direction. Still, I cannot

entirely rule out that reverse causation does not occur through the so-called “halo and horn

effects,” a cognitive bias that causes one belief − either good (halo) or bad (horns) − to
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overshadow other beliefs (Thorndike, 1920). This bias may inhibit objective perceptions.

Those who experience more purpose in work may possibly also perceive more autonomy,

whereas those who experience less purpose in work may also perceive less autonomy. I

believe this cognitive bias may not have been a severe problem in the studies as I found no

positive relation between group autonomy and meaningful work in Chapter 5. Still, it is

impossible to entirely rule out the possibility that the results are affected by the halo and horn

effect.

To avoid possible halo and horn effects in future research, an assessment of the degree

and type of autonomy of teams and employees should be obtained from supervisors or team

coaches. Individuals in such roles are often in close contact with teams and employees and, as

such, can make accurate assessments of the degree and type of autonomy they have. Building

on our studies, the next step in establishing causation is finding evidence in real-world

settings. Conducting field experiments, therefore, would be a logical next step. Field

experiments, or the application of experimental methods outside a traditional lab, do not

suffer from the limitations in ecological validity or changes in observational unit and can

demonstrate causal relations. In the Directions for future research section, I will elaborate

further on the advantages of doing field experiments.

A second major limitation is the use of self-reports in two studies (Chapter 5 and

Chapter 7) in this dissertation. Although this a commonly used approach in organization and

meaningful work research, method variance, described as variance attributable to

measurement method rather than to the variable of interest (Campbell & Fiske, 1959), is a

potential problem. It is possible that acquiescence and social desirability, the most frequently

found sources of method variance in self-reports (Spector, 2006), accounted for the method

variance for the perceptual constructs in our studies.

A number of factors in the design of the questionnaire and in the structure of the data,

however, reduce the risk of common method bias undermining the study results. First, all

measures were derived from established instruments with good psychometric properties.

Furthermore, we assured respondents that the study was anonymous and confidential, that

there were no right or wrong answers and that they should answer as honestly as possible.

Second, the questionnaires were distributed by e-mail or by students to avoid anonymity

breach. Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee and Podsakoff (2003, p. 888) observe that “these

procedures should reduce people’s evaluation apprehension and make them less likely to edit

their responses to be more socially desirable, lenient, acquiescent and consistent with how the

researcher wants them to respond.” Third, the data of the study on autonomy and meaningful
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work also suggest that common method bias may be limited. The results of the CFA suggest

that team and individual autonomy represented distinct constructs. In the case of pronounced

common method bias, I would expect CFA to have yielded a “common method factor.”

Results did not in any way suggest the existence of such common method factor. Fourth, the

relations between the constructs in all the studies varied considerably in strength, a finding

that would have been unlikely if a large proportion of variance had been attributable to a

stable method factor. Therefore, I believe common method bias may not have been a severe

problem in the studies. Still, it is impossible to entirely rule out the possibility that the results

are affected by sources of method variance.

As suggested, to avoid halo and horn effects and to avoid the effects of common

method variance in future research, an assessment of team and employee degree and type of

autonomy should be obtained from supervisors or team coaches. Other recommendations for

future research will be described in the next section.

Recommendations for future research

The findings as well as the limitations of the studies suggest several directions for future

research. First, in the quantitative studies I did not control for individual differences that

could have influenced the individual perception of meaningful work.14 It seems, however,

that certain people draw much more meaningfulness out their work than others with the same

work role (Wrzesniewski et al., 2003). Work orientation could be one of the explanatory

variables for such individual differences in people’s experience of purpose in work (Rosso et

al., 2010). Work orientation is the orientation towards work in general. People with a calling

orientation towards work see work as a strong provider of personal meaning and as a central

part of their identity, inseparable from life and an important source of satisfaction, whereas

people with a job orientation towards work see work primarily as a way of earning a living

(Wrzesniewski et al., 2003). Work orientation is believed to be stable over time, and it has

14 Initially, we measured work orientation in two quantitative studies using the “University of Pennsylvania
Work-Life Questionnaire” (Wrzesniewski et al., 1997). Data from one study were used for Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6. Data from the other study were not used in this dissertation. Following Van Zyl, Deacon and
Rothmann (2010), we created a job/calling orientation scale using the 18 items which asked about specific
aspects of relations to work. The scale turned out to have a Cronbach’s Alpha α =.68 in one study and a
Cronbach’s Alpha α =.61 in another study. A principal component analysis was additionally conducted. The
scree plot indicated that four factors (with eigenvalues of 3.51, 1.96, 1.44 and 1.09 respectively) could be
extracted. This was not in line with the assumption that job/calling are one factor on the same continuum. The
scale was, therefore, considered not reliable and we decided not to use it in this dissertation. Other researchers
have also noted the low reliability of this scale (e.g., Beukes & Botha, 2013; Seco & Pereira Lopes, 2013).
Future research should either develop a more reliable scale for the identification of these work orientations or
only use the three separate sections describing the different work orientations. This method seems to be more
reliable (e.g., Duffy & Sedlacek, 2007; Peterson, Park, Hall, & Seligman, 2009).
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been suggested to have behavioral, attitudinal and emotional effects (Wrzesniewski, 2003;

Berg, Grant, & Johnson, 2010). These behavioral, attitudinal and emotional effects of

different work orientations could influence the frequency and importance of meaningful

work. Individuals with a calling orientation, for example, are known to attach greater

importance to work than individuals with a job orientation (Wrzesniewski et al., 2003). It

could be the case, therefore, that people with a calling orientation towards work experience

more purpose in work if they are granted more autonomy because it offers them the freedom

to do their work according to their own beliefs and skills. People with a job orientation

towards work, however, would most likely feel overburdened by more autonomy because of

the opportunities and associated responsibilities this creates. As a consequence, they might

try to avoid taking up such responsibilities and will not derive personal meaningfulness if

required to take up these responsibilities. Work orientation, therefore, could moderate the

relation between autonomy and meaningful work as well as the relation between self-

managing teams and meaningful work. To test this hypothesis, future research should include

this variable.

A second direction for future research is to further examine the influence of

meaningful work on the decision to continue working. In Chapter 7, together with two co-

authors, I did not take into account other factors which may also influence the decision to

continue working. In the sustainable employability literature, for example, it is recognized

that the intention to continue working is influenced by other variables such as health and

skills (Fleuren, Van Amelsvoort, De Grip, Zijlstra & Kant, 2018; Van Dam, Van Vuuren &

Kemps, 2017; Van der Klink et al., 2016). Oude Hengel, Blatter, Geuskens, Koppes and

Bongers (2012) found, in their study on factors associated with the ability and willingness to

continue working until the age of 65 in construction worker, that the occurrence of

musculoskeletal symptoms were negatively related to ability and willingness to continue

working. This has also been demonstrated in studies on the intention to retire (Heponiemi et

al. 2008; Von Bonsdorff, Huuhtanen, Tuomi, & Seitsamo, 2010) and actual early retirement

(Van den Berg, Elders, & Burdorf, 2010). In retirement decision studies, in addition, financial

factors, such as financial stimuli and a worker’s financial situation, have been found to play a

role in extending working lives. Social factors, furthermore, such as support from your

partner, lifestyle aspects and subjective life expectancy also appear to influence the

retirement decision (Oude Hengel, 2013; Schalk & Desmette, 2015).

Future research could, for example, examine more deeply the influence of

occupational diseases, such as musculoskeletal disorders, on the relation of meaningful work
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and ability to continue working. Employees working in physical demanding jobs are at risk

for developing musculoskeletal disorders, which reduce their ability to continue working

(Oude Hengel et al., 2012). To gain some insight how musculoskeletal disorders influence the

relation between meaningful work and retention, I explorative examined the qualitative data

of Chapter 6. In Chapter 6 I focused on nurses who have left or are about to leave their

organization (See Chapter 6 for a full description of the research method). I found a

difference in turnover motives between participants who stayed in the nursing profession

(N=11) and participants who left the nursing profession (N=4). Turnover motives of those

who left the nursing profession were all related to mental and physical health problems, but

musculoskeletal disorders was not mentioned, whereas those who left the organization but

stayed in the nursing  profession where mostly related to working in self-managing teams,

working conditions and job dissatisfaction. Those participants who continued working in the

nursing profession after leaving the organization said that they continued working as a nurse

because their work provided fulfillment. Meaningful moments were described in terms of

contributing to patients’ lives while performing work (i.e. service to others). This suggests

that relation between meaningful work and retention is influenced by health problems and

turnover of nurses (leaving the organization but staying in the profession) is influenced by

organizational factors. These interesting, but explorative findings, should be examined further

to enhance our understanding of the conditions under which working lives are enhanced.

A third direction for future research is to attempt to replicate the findings in

experimental studies. In this dissertation, together with two co-authors, I found that

meaningful work positively relates to the ability and willingness to continue working

(Chapter 7). Our findings highlight the need to approach nurse retention programs from a

meaningful work perspective. We did not, however, experimentally test our findings. The

next step would be to develop and test a nursing retention program that includes interventions

aiming to enhance meaningful work, in a field experiment. The meaningful work perspective

can be incorporated into the program by enhancing the degree of freedom nurses have in

performing their core tasks (professional autonomy) as well as in arranging their work

schedules (individual autonomy). In Chapter 5, we found that professional and individual

autonomy together relate to meaningful work in its entirety.

For each perspective, intervention materials should be developed and combined into a

retention program, which should be evaluated in a cluster randomized controlled trial among

nurses from different organizations. Healthcare organizations could be randomly assigned to

one of the several components of a three-month retention program, with one healthcare
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organization having a three-month retention program focusing on professional autonomy,

another healthcare organization having a three-month retention program focusing on

individual autonomy and a third healthcare organization having a three-month retention

program that includes interventions for both types of autonomy. The intention to stay should

then be measured among the participating nurses before and after three months. Ideally, such

a field experiment should be conducted for each of the sectors in the healthcare system

(hospitals, home care, nursing homes, etc.). In doing so, we would gain insight into the

effectiveness of such a retention program and in the specific main and interaction effects of

the proposed interventions. We could answer research questions such as: are both types of

autonomy necessary to retain nurses? Are both types of autonomy necessary for each type of

nurse (i.e. first-level registered nurses, practical nurse etc.)? Are both types of autonomy

necessary for each sector in the healthcare system? This knowledge can be used by employers

and policymakers to make decisions about whether they should invest in an autonomy-driven

work retention program or not. As investment decisions are based not only on whether the

program is evidence-based but also on insight into cost-benefit aspects, such an evaluation

study should include cost-benefit findings (Oude Hengel, 2013).

Another direction for future research is to examine how interventions at the healthcare

system level and the human resource level influence meaningful work for individual nurses.

As argued in Chapter 2, a combination of policy interventions at the healthcare system level

and the human resource level will be required to solve nursing shortages. This will require,

among other things, the implementation of new models of care, which should focus on

reducing the need and demand for health services. This can be realized by focusing on

disease prevention, such as reducing risky behaviors and promoting healthy lifestyles. In

addition, communicating to patients their options for care other than the typical intensive

services during terminal illness or last phase of life could reduce the need and demand for

health services. Furthermore, teaching patients to manage their own care and to use services

efficiently, through telecare (i.e. offering remote care that allows patients to remain living in

their own homes by using technology such as sensors), for example, could also reduce the

need and demand for health services (Pols & Willems, 2011). By reducing the need and

demand for health services, the demand for nurses is also decreased. It is vital, however, to

examine how these strategies would influence meaningful work.

As I found in Chapter 6 on self-managing teams, not all new organizational models

lead to meaningful work for every nurse. This could also be true for the focus on promotion

of disease prevention or the use of telecare. Instead of performing nursing procedures, such as
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wound care, or see patients face-to-face, these changes require nurses to focus more on

patient consultations and offering remote care. These types of changes affect the nature of the

nursing work itself, which could influence its meaningfulness. Nurses may feel, for example,

that they are not providing the type of care they want when they offer remote care. This could

negatively influence their experience of Service to Others. Further research is needed,

therefore, to examine how interventions at the health care system level and the human

resource level influence meaningful work for individual nurses.

A final path for future research I would like to explore is the potential “dark side” of

meaningful work (Bailey et al., 2019; Thory, 2016), which I did not address in this

dissertation. Allan et al. (2018) found that contributing to the greater good and having a

purpose but being overqualified for the job was associated with increased underemployment

and negative affect, stress and depression. This suggests that nurses contributing to the

greater good and having a purpose but being unable to fully employ their skills and abilities is

associated with poor outcomes. Meaningful work outcomes, furthermore, are not necessarily

always positive for employers (Thory, 2016). Thory (2016) found that increased awareness of

meaningfulness may cause employees to focus more on family life (unity with others outside

work), which led to decreased productivity/hours at work. In addition, not everyone requires

meaningful work. Some people search for meaningfulness outside their work domain (e.g.,

family life, volunteering). Promoting organizational practices that enhance meaningful work

(such as autonomy), therefore, could have a negative effect on people who look for

meaningfulness outside their work. Following Bailey et al. (2019), I suggest that further

empirical research into the potentially harmful effects of meaningful work and organizational

practices aiming to enhance meaningful work is necessary to gain insights into the tradeoffs

and tensions involved in increasing meaningful work in organizations.

Concluding remark

This dissertation explored how meaningful work could contribute to nurse retention. Ishowed

that meaningful work is a worthwhile path to pursue for nurse retention. I hope and trust that

the theoretical implications of the studies reported in this dissertation will help to further

develop the field of meaningful work. I hope (even more) that the practical recommendations

and suggestions will help healthcare organizations to improve their nursing environments

towards more meaningful work. Overall, I hope this dissertation will inspire managers,

policymakers, nurses’ unions and other practitioners to put the topic of meaningful work

higher on the agenda in order to significantly decrease nursing shortage.
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